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MONO-POLY – LIVESET
TECHNICAL AND HOSPITALITY RIDER

INFORMATION

Dennis Verschoor is an Dutch electronic musician specialized in modular synthesis.

Nowadays i'm running a modular event in the Netherlands called "Noodlebar"

This is the spot to play modular synthesizers and we got artists all over the world 

coming over.

I've done a lecture at the Dutch Film Festival about modular synthesis and collecting 

stuff.

Played at festivals like Freerotation and did stuff for Intergalacticfm.

I got releases on Doppelganger records, Strange Life Records and more...

I've gigged in various places like: Amsterdam, Brussel, Berlin, Oxford, Manchester, 

Estonia, Myanmar, Chengdu.

PREVIEW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1567&v=rmr7yF0YwNk

LINKS

http://www.mono-poly.nl
https://www.facebook.com/dennis.verschoor

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

1 x High quality professional 12 channel PA mixer - 2 aux output - preferably Soundcraft / Allen &
Heath (other options please contact)
2 x High quality professional monitor speakers, positioned left and right of the artist, and
controllable via the PA mixer on stage
4 x European Power sockets (220<-240 Volt)
1 x Solid shockproof table/riser (minimum 1x2x1m) with sufficient space for all equipment

SOUNDCHECK

- The artist needs 30 minutes for setting up the gear
- The sound check will take 20 minutes
- Both the monitor speakers and PA system have to be in use for the soundcheck
- At least one qualified engineer with knowledge of the actual sound system must be present
during soundcheck and performance

HOSPITALITY REQUIREMENTS

- A live-set of minimum 50 minutes

- 1 piece of luggage (20kg) to check in and 1 piece of hand luggage per artist
- A healthy meal buy-out per artist
- Backstage at the venue

- Some cooled drinks backstage and on stage (water, beers, soft drinks)

- Hotel or equivalent: comfortable room with Wi-Fi
- Please try to arrange accommodation as close to the venue as possible
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CONTACT

Dennis Verchoor
Rotterdam - Netherlands

+310 624131379 (NL)
modular@gmail.com
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